Flash-based solid state drives (SSDs) offer superior performance over hard disks for many workloads. A prominent use of SSDs in modern storage systems is to use these devices as a cache in the I/O path. In this work, we examine how transparent, online I/O compression can be used to increase the capacity of SSD-based caches, thus increasing the costeffectiveness of the system. We present FlaZ, an I/O system that operates at the block-level and is transparent to existing file-systems. To achieve transparent, online compression in the I/O path and maintain high performance, FlaZ provides support for variable-size blocks, mapping of logical to physical blocks, block allocation, and cleanup. FlaZ mitigates compression and decompression overheads that can have a significant impact on performance by leveraging modern multicore CPUs. We implement FlaZ in the Linux kernel and evaluate it on a commodity server with multicore CPUs, using TPC-H, PostMark, and SPECsfs. Our results show that compressed caching trades off CPU cycles for I/O performance and enhances SSD efficiency as a cache by up to 99%, 25%, and 11% for each workload, respectively.
Introduction
Performance of storage I/O is an important problem in modern systems. The emergence of flash-based solid state drives (SSDs) has the potential to mitigate I/O penalties: SSDs have low read response times and are not affected by seeks. Additionally, recent SSDs provide peak throughput that is significantly superior to magnetic hard disk drives (HDD). Although their capacity continues to increase, there is no indication that the current high cost per GB for SSDs [31] will soon approach that of magnetic disks. As a result, I/O hierarchies will include both HDDs and SSDs, and it is important to examine techniques that can increase SSD cost-efficiency.
One approach to achieve this is the use of multi-level cell (MLC) SSDs that store, e.g. two bits per NAND cell. Another approach, orthogonal to cell density, is to use transparent online data compression in the I/O path. Data compression [25] reduces the space required to store a piece of data, e.g., a file, block, or other data segment, by storing it in compressed form. The original data can then be reconstructed by decompressing the transformed piece of data.
Previously, compression has been mostly applied at the file-level [10, 11, 13] . Although this has the effect of reducing the space required for storing data, it also imposes a number of restrictions. Typically, file-level compression techniques are file-system and OS-specific, which limits where compression is applied in the I/O path. Moreover, file-systems are not usually aware of the properties of physical storage devices, e.g. in a RAID controller. Finally, dealing with compression at the file-level increases management complexity, given that today's storage systems employ multiple file-systems. These concerns can be addressed by moving compression functionality towards lower system layers, such as the block device layer.
In this work we design FlaZ, a system that uses SSDs as compressed caches in the I/O path. The address space of SSDs is not visible to applications. FlaZ caches data blocks on dedicated SSD partitions and transparently compresses and uncompresses data as they flow in the I/O path between main memory and SSDs. Data are stored on SSDs only in compressed form and are provided to the file-system in uncompressed form. FlaZ does not cache compressed or uncompressed data in DRAM. Although our approach can be extended to use the capacity of SSDs as storage rather than cache, more in the spirit of tiering, or to provide online compression over HDDs as well, we do not explore these directions further. Finally, our design allows for flexibility in placing compression functionality anywhere in the path between the file-system and the storage device, even over popular storage area network configurations. FlaZ can run both on a host CPU as well as inside a storage controller plugged in a Windows server. In this work we evaluate the Linux, host-based storage stack.
FlaZ internally consists of two layers, one that achieves transparent compression and one that uses SSDs as an I/O cache. Although these layers are to a large extent independent, in our work we tune their parameters in a combined manner. The caching layer of FlaZ is a direct-mapped, writethrough cache with one block per cache line, while the compression layer of FlaZ is more complex and requires addressing the following issues:
• Variable block size: Block-level compression needs to operate on fixed-size input blocks. However, compression generates variable size segments. Therefore, there is a need for per-block placement and size metadata.
• Logical to physical block mapping: Block-level compression imposes a many-to-one mapping from logical to physical blocks, as multiple compressed logical blocks are stored in the same physical block. This requires a translation mechanism that imposes low overhead in the common I/O path and scales with the capacity of the underlying devices, as well as a block allocation/deallocation mechanism that affects data layout.
• Increased number of I/Os: Using compression increases the number of I/Os required on the critical path during data writes: a write operation will typically require reading another block first, where the compressed data will be placed. This "read-before-write" issue is important for applications that are sensitive to the number or response time of I/Os. • Device aging: Aging of compressed SSDs results in fragmentation of data, which may make it harder to allocate new physical blocks and affects locality, making performance of the underlying devices less predictable.
Besides I/O related challenges, compression algorithms themselves introduce significant overheads as well. Although our goal in this work is not to examine alternative compression algorithms and possible optimizations, it is important to quantify their performance impact on the I/O path. Doing so over modern multicore CPUs offers insight about scaling down these overheads in future architectures as the number of cores increases. This understanding can guide further work in three directions: (i) Hiding compression overheads in case of large numbers of outstanding I/Os; (ii) Customizing future CPUs with accelerators for energy and performance purposes; and (iii) Offloading compression overheads from the host to storage controllers.
For our evaluation we use three realistic workloads: TPC-H, PostMark, and SPECsfs. Our results show that compression enhances SSD efficiency as an I/O cache by up to 99%, 25%, and 11% for each workload, respectively. This comes at increased CPU utilization, by up to 450%. We believe that trading CPU with I/O performance is in line with current technology trends for multicore systems [35] . Finally, compressed caching has a negative impact (up to 15%) on response-time bound workloads that use only small I/Os as well as on workloads that fit in the uncompressed cache almost entirely.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the design of FlaZ and how it addresses the associated challenges. Section 3 presents our evaluation methodology. Section 4 presents our experimental results. Section 5 discusses some fundamental considerations for our design. Section 6 discusses previous and related work. Finally, we draw our conclusions in Section 7.
System Design
FlaZ internally consists of two layers, one for transparent compression and one that uses dedicated SSD partitions as I/O caches, as shown in Figure 1(a) . FlaZ intercepts requests in the I/O path and provides a block device abstraction by exporting a contiguous address space of logical blocks (LBs) to higher system layers, such as file-systems and databases. Logical blocks are always cached in the SSD cache in compressed form and are always stored on hard disk in uncompressed form. Next, we discuss the issues that arise in each layer in more detail.
SSD Caching
Although SSD caches bear similarities to DRAM-based caches, there are significant differences as well. First, unlike DRAM caches, SSD caches are persistent and thus, they can avoid warm-up overheads. This is important, as SSD caches can be significantly larger than DRAM caches. Second, the impact of the block mapping policy, e.g. directmapped vs. fully-set-associative, is not as clear as in smaller DRAM caches. Traditionally, DRAM caches use a fully-setassociative policy since the small cache size requires reducing capacity conflicts. However, SSD-based caches may be able to use a simpler mapping policy, thus reducing access overhead without increasing capacity conflicts. mapped to the corresponding SSD cache block. For reads, the caching layer checks if the cached block is valid, and if so the initial request is forwarded to the compression layer (cache hit). Otherwise, data are fetched from the hard disk (cache miss), in cache line units. In the latter case, the initial request is completed when the hard disk read operation is complete and an asynchronous SSD write operation (cache fill) is scheduled. For writes (hits or misses), FlaZ forwards the operation to both the underlying HDD and SSD devices. This write-through policy performs an update in case of a hit and an eviction in case of a miss. In the second case, a metadata update of the valid/dirty bit and tag is required, since the HDD block that previously resided in this cache block is evicted. Future reads for this specific cache block will hit in the SSD cache.
We have implemented a direct-mapped cache because it minimizes metadata requirements and does not impose significant mapping overhead on the critical path. A fully-setassociative cache would require significantly more metadata, especially given the increasing size of the SSDs. Furthermore, we use a write-through policy since it does not require synchronous metadata updates that would be necessary in a write-back policy. In addition, write-back SSD caches will reduce system resilience to SSD failures. A failing SSD with a write-back policy will result in data loss. A write-through policy avoids this issue as well.
FlaZ stores all cache metadata in the beginning of the HDD. This means that metadata writes do not interfere with SSD performance and wear-leveling. To reduce the number of metadata I/Os, metadata are also cached in DRAM. Given that cache metadata are mainly updated in DRAM, the number of additional disk I/Os can be kept small. FlaZ requires less than 2.5 MB of metadata per GB of SSD. However, given the increasing size of SSDs, we do present a quantitative evaluation of metadata scalability in Section 4.
Compression in the I/O path
In general, compression methods operate as follows. They first initialize a workspace, e.g. 256 KB of memory. Then, they compress input into an output buffer, possibly in a piece-wise manner. Finally, the output buffer is finalized and the operation is completed. Decompression follows similar steps. FlaZ uses Lempel-Ziff-Welch (LZW) compression [15, 44, 48] though other compression algorithms can also be used. In principle, the compression scheme may change dynamically depending on block contents. In our current implementation we use two alternative LZW implementations on Linux: zlib [15] and lzo (variant LZO1X-1) [34] .
Compression, which occurs during writes, is in both libraries a heavy operation and consists of separately compressing each block and placing the result to the corresponding output buffer. This can either be (a) an intermediate buffer, requiring a memory copy to the write-I/O buffer but allowing for higher flexibility, as explained later in this section or (b) the write-I/O buffer itself, resulting in in-place compression. Decompression that occurs during reads, is lighter, and directly places the read data into the read-I/O buffer, without requiring a copy of the uncompressed data.
Block-level compression appears to be deceptively simple: it merely requires intercepting and compressing or decompressing requests as they flow into the system. However, our experience shows that designing a practical and efficient compression system is far from trivial since the above process is complicated by the need for variable-size blocks, mapping of logical to physical blocks, block allocation, extent buffering and cleanup. Next, we discuss each of these issues separately.
Mapping logical blocks to extents
Compressing fixed-size logical blocks results in variablesize segments. These are stored into fixed-size physical units, called extents, which are multiples of block size. FlaZ uses two mappings to locate the extent and the extent offset, where a compressed block is stored. The first mapping uses a logical to physical translation table, whereas the second one uses a linked list embedded in the extent, as shown in Figure 2 .
The logical to physical translation table contains two fields for each logical block: the extent ID followed by a field used to store various flags. This table is stored at the beginning of each compressed block device, indexed by the logical block number.
Compressed blocks stored inside extents have the following structure. A header at the beginning of the extent contains a pointer to the first block as well as a pointer to the free space segment within the extent. All free space in an extent is always contiguous, located at the end of the extent. The first block offset pointer is required for reads to traverse the list of blocks, when searching for a specific logical block. Writes must append new blocks into the extent and thus require a pointer to the free space segment of the extents. Each block is prefixed by another header that contains the logical block number and compressed size along with information about the next block's placement within the extent, forming an extent-wide list of blocks, as shown in Figure 2 . The header of each newly appended block is inserted to the beginning of the list. This is essential because two writes for the same block may come close in time and may be stored in the same extent. A read context traversing the list must retrieve the latest write of this block, hence it must appear first in the in-extent list. Traversing the list takes time proportional to the number of blocks per extent; however, this is not a problem in practice, as traversal is an in-memory operation. The per-block header (kept inside the extent) along with its mapping and flags (stored at the logical to physical table) are the only metadata required per logical block. Assuming typical space savings of 40% when using compression, a per-block header occupies less than 0.6% of the space of the compressed block.
In case a block cannot be compressed to a smaller size, it is stored uncompressed in the extent. If blocks are not compressed and we use 4-KB extents, this effectively turns FlaZ into a log-structured block device. From our experience, less than 2% of blocks fail to compress in the workloads we examine.
Block allocation and immutable physical blocks
Physical blocks are immutable in the sense that modifications to logical blocks are always written to a new physical extent on the underlying devices. When a logical block is written for the first time, FlaZ compresses the block data and chooses an appropriate extent. In-place update of a logical block is generally complicated, since the block's size may change as a result of the update. For this reason we use immutable physical blocks grouped into larger extents, a technique similar to the implementation of log-structured writes [38] . The only difference is that we do not require extents to always be consecutive in the underlying storage, forming a sequential log.
A key benefit of immutable physical blocks is that it does not require reading an extent into memory before modifying it on stable storage. On the other hand, as time progresses a large portion of extents on the underlying device become obsolete. FlaZ uses a cleaner process which is triggered when the amount of free extents falls below a certain threshold, as described in a later section.
Extent Buffering
To mitigate the impact of additional I/Os on performance due to the "read-modify-write" scheme, the compression layer of FlaZ uses a buffer in DRAM for extents. Buffering a small number of extents not only facilitates I/O to the SSD, but also reduces the number of read I/Os; streaming workloads may generate read requests smaller than the extent size, resulting in duplicate I/Os for the same extent by the next read.
The extent buffer is a fully-set-associative data buffer, implemented as a hash table with a collision list and an LRU eviction policy. Key to the hash table is the extent ID. The extent buffer has a somewhat special organization; extents are classified in buckets depending on the amount of free space within the extent. Each bucket is implemented as a LIFO queue of extents. An extent remains in the extent buffer until it becomes "reasonably" full. The extent size, number of buckets, and the total size of the extents buffered are all system parameters. The extent size affects the degree of internal fragmentation and may also affect locality: larger extents have higher probability to contain unrelated data when the application uses random writes, while smaller ones suffer from internal fragmentation.
Finally, the extent buffer design needs to address two more elaborate issues: First, data locality may be affected as extents age by remaining in the extent buffer for long periods. On the other hand, if extents are evicted too quickly, internal fragmentation may be increased. To balance this tradeoff, the extent buffer includes an "aging" timeout that specifies the maximum amount of time an extent can remain in the buffer. Second, when writing compressed blocks from concurrent contexts to the extent buffer, it may make sense from a locality perspective to either write blocks to the same or different extents. As explained later, concurrent writes to an extent involve a tradeoff between lock contention and CPU overhead for memory copies. Our experience has shown that preserving locality offers the best performance, albeit at less efficient space utilization. We determined experimentally that buffering a small number of extents is sufficient for preserving locality. Extents are written back as soon as (a) they become full, i.e. there is not enough space for a write context to append blocks and (b) there is no reference to them, i.e. no active read context uses blocks from this extent.
Extent cleaning
FlaZ maintains two pools of extents with simple semantics: extents can be either completely empty or not empty. Replenishing the free extent pool requires a "cleanup" process, whenever there are few empty extents left. FlaZ removes this Figure 2 . FlaZ extent structure. Each compressed block is self-contained, described by a per-block header.
cleanup process from the common path to reduce interference with applications.
The FlaZ cleaner runs when the free extent pool drops below a threshold, and has similar goals to the segment cleaner of Sprite LFS [38] . It scans the physical extents on the SSD for full extents using the logical to physical translation mappings and extent headers. It determines which blocks within an extent are "live" by verifying that the mapping of each block (stored inside the block itself) points to that extent. Then, it compacts live blocks into new extents, updates logical to physical translation mappings, and, finally, adds each cleaned extent to the free extent pool. Compaction of live blocks into extents consists of copying these blocks into new extents; no compression/decompression is required. The cleaner is deactivated when the free pool size increases above a threshold. Finally, the only metadata required until the cleaner's next activation is the last scanned extent. This pointer is not required to be persistent; it is merely a hint for the cleaner.
The cleaner generates read I/O traffic proportional to the extents that are scanned and write I/O traffic proportional to the extents resulting from compacting live blocks. To improve the cleaner's efficiency in terms of reclaimed space, we apply a first-fit, decreasing-size packing policy when moving live blocks to new extents. This "greedy" approach minimizes the space wasted when placing variablesize blocks into fixed-size extents: it places larger blocks into as few extents as possible and uses smaller ones to fill extents having little free space. Without this technique, all live blocks would be relocated in the order they were found during the scan phase, thus increasing free space fragmentation in their new extents.
On the other hand, spatial locality suffers, as previously neighboring live blocks may be relocated to different extents. To reduce the impact of this effect, we limit the number of extents the cleaner scans in each iteration to 2 MB. This value is small enough to reduce the negative impact on spatial locality, but large enough to feed the packing algorithm with a range of logical block sizes to be effective.
Placement decisions during cleanup are another important issue. The relative location of logical blocks within an extent is not as important, because extents are read in memory in full. Two issues need to be addressed: (a) which logical blocks should be placed in a specific extent during cleanup; and (b) whether a set of logical blocks that are being compacted will reuse an extent that is currently being compacted or a new extent from the free pool. FlaZ tries to maintain the original "proximity" of logical blocks, by combining logical blocks of neighboring extents to a single extent during compaction. As a result, each set of logical blocks is placed in the previously scanned extents rather than new ones, to avoid changing the location of compacted data on the SSD as much as possible.
The log-structured writes of FlaZ, together with the cleaner mechanism, practically remove "read-modify-write" sequences from the critical path of write I/O requests, deferring complex space management to a later time. An alternative approach would be to compress multiple blocks, e.g. 64 KB chunks, as a single unit and then store the result to a fixed number of blocks. This method would also avoid "read-modify-write" sequences and the impact of delayed space reclamation. However, it fails to support workloads with small-size I/O accesses and poor locality: each random read would require decompressing an entire unit of logical blocks in order to retrieve a single logical block.
Overall, we expect that the cleaner will not significantly interfere with application-issued I/O requests, as modern storage subsystems typically exhibit idle device times during a typical day of operation. However, we present indicative results quantifying the impact on performance when the cleaner is active concurrently with application I/O. The rest of our experiments are performed with the cleaner disabled.
I/O concurrency
Modern storage systems usually exhibit a high degree of I/O concurrency, having multiple outstanding I/O requests. Concurrency is very important for transparent compression, as it provides better opportunities for overlapping compression with I/O, effectively hiding the compression latency and associated CPU overhead. Overall, to allow for a high degree of asynchrony, FlaZ uses callback handlers to avoid blocking on synchronous kernel calls. FlaZ also allows multiple readers/multiple writers in the same extent in order to perform multiple concurrent I/O operations for this extent. Placing a compressed block in an extent is done in two steps. First, free space in the extent is pre-allocated. Second, the block is copied inside the extent. Multiple write contexts can copy blocks into the same extent simultaneously, since the pre-allocation ensures proper space management in the extent.
However, higher I/O concurrency may have a negative effect on locality for FlaZ. In the write path, after the blocks of a request are compressed, they must be mapped to and stored in an extent. To preserve the locality of a single request, blocks belonging to the same request are placed in the same or adjacent extents, when possible. This requires an atomic mapping operation. All necessary synchronization for inserting compressed blocks into the extent happens while the extent is in the extent buffer in DRAM. Mapping only requires pre-allocating the required space in the extent for the blocks to be stored. Concurrent writes are serialized during the space allocation in extents, but proceed in parallel when processing logical blocks.
Besides highly concurrent I/O streams, FlaZ also leverages large I/Os. To hide the impact of compression on large I/Os, FlaZ uses multiple CPU cores when processing a single large I/O. Write requests typically come in batches due to the buffer-cache flushing mechanism. Large reads may exhibit low concurrency and decompression will significantly increase their response time. FlaZ uses two work queues per thread, one for reads and one for writes, with the read work queue having higher priority. Furthermore, we split large I/Os to units of individual blocks that are compressed or decompressed independently by different CPU cores. This scheduling policy decreases response time for reads and writes and reduces the delay writes may introduce to read processing. Empirically, we find that scheduling work through a global read and a global write work queue is efficient for all FlaZ threads and for all I/O sizes.
Finally, decompression is performed after the extent has been read in memory and after the I/O read to the SSD cache has completed. Decompression could also be performed earlier when the read callback for the extent is run in a bottomhalf context, reducing the number of context switches. However, bottom-half execution is scheduled in the same CPU as the top-half context, hence restricting parallelism. We address this problem using separate threads for issuing I/Os and performing decompression.
Experimental Methodology
Our evaluation platform is an x86-based Linux system with dual-socket, quad-core Intel Xeon 64-bit CPUs at 2 GHz and 256-KB L1 caches, 12-MB L2 caches (2x6 MB shared between two pairs of cores), and 32 GB of RAM. The system is equipped with an Areca (ARC-1680D-IX-12) SAS storage controller, eight 500-GB Western Digital (WD-5001AALS) SATA-II disks and four enterprise-grade 32-GB Intel X25-E (SLC NAND Flash) SSDs. Caching on HDDs is set to write-through mode, as this is a typical setting for enterprise workloads. In our evaluation, we use three popular benchmarks: TPC-H, PostMark, and SPECsfs. For TPC-H we use two system configurations, one with 1 HDD and 1 SSD (1D-1S) and one with 8 HDDs and 2 SSDs (8D-2S). For PostMark we use two configurations, 1D-1S and 8D-4S, and for SPECsfs one configuration, 8D-2S. When multiple HDDs and SSDs are used, they are configured as RAID-0 devices, one for the HDDs and one for the SSDs. We always use a 4-1, 2-1, or 1-1 ratio of HDDs to SSDs as we believe that these ratios are representative of today's setups. All experiments are run on a 250-GB HDD partition. We have not used write-only workloads, as the benefit of our SSD cache implementation is only visible when the read I/O volume comprises a fair portion of the total traffic. We use CentOS release 5.3, with kernel version 2.6.18.8 (x86 64). The RAID configurations in our experiments use the default md Linux driver with a chunk size of 64 KB. All experiments run on top of the XFS file-system.
Space
Compression Decompression Savings lzo 46µs 14µs 34% zlib 150µs 60µs 54% Table 2 . Compression/decompression cost and space savings of a 4-KB block.
The algorithms and implementations used for compression and decompression of data are the default zlib and lzo libraries in the Linux kernel. Table 2 summarizes performance metrics of these algorithms.
TPC-H
TPC-H [43] is a data-warehousing benchmark that consists of a set of queries over a database. We use queries Q3, Q11, and Q14 that are response-time bound, and thus, a more difficult test for FlaZ. The queries are executed back to back, in that order. To limit execution time we use a 6.5 GB database (4 GB for data plus 2.5 GB for indices), which has a compression ratio of about 40% using lzo. TPC-H does a negligible amount of writes, mostly consisting of updates to file access timestamps and other control operations. We use three cache sizes for the SSD cache: large (7 GB), medium (3.5 GB), and small (1.75 GB) that hold approximately 100%, 50%, and 25% of the workload in the uncompressed cache, respectively. The database server used is MySQL 5.0.45.
PostMark
PostMark [21] is a synthetic, file-system benchmark that simulates an e-mail server by creating a pool of continually changing files over the file-system, and measures transaction rates and throughput. These transactions consist of (i) a create or delete file operation and (ii) a read or append file operation. Each transaction type and its affected files are chosen randomly. When all transactions complete, the remaining files are deleted. We employ a write dominated configuration with the default 35-65% read-write ratio. We use 150 mailboxes, 600 transactions, 10-100 MB mailbox sizes and 64 KB read/write accesses, resulting in a file-set of 16 GB. By default, PostMark uses random data that cannot be compressed for each written block. In our evaluation we modify PostMark to use real mailbox data as content for the mailbox files. We use two configurations of PostMark, one with a single instance and one with four concurrent instances. We use four cache sizes, being able to hold 100%, 50%, 25%, and 12.5% of the workload in the uncompressed cache, respectively.
SPECsfs
SPECsfs [3] simulates the operation of an NFSv3/CIFS file server; our experiments use the CIFS protocol. In SPECsfs, a performance target is set, expressed in CIFS operation per second; each operation requires 120 MB of disk space. SPECsfs reports the number of operations that can be handled per second, as well as average response time per operation. We select cache sizes to be representative of a scaleddown file-server workload, being able to hold 21%, 10%, 5%, and 2% of the workload in the uncompressed cache, respectively. To eliminate the impact on performance of the network we use a 10 GBit/s Ethernet connection between the CIFS server and the client generating the load. In our experiments we set the number of CIFS operations per second (OPS) to 1280 over a 150 GB file-set and extend execution time from 5 min warmup and 5 min measurement to 20 min warmup and 20 min measurement. As with PostMark, we modify SPECsfs to use real data for each block, rather than randomized content.
In order to be able to obtain a full set of reproducible results within a few days, we have opted to scale down the workload sizes by roughly one order of magnitude. Given this reduction, we limit DRAM from 32 GB to 1 GB, via the kernel boot option mem=1g. To study the impact of the effective cache size on performance of each workload, we vary the SSD cache capacity which is within the same down-scale factor. We focus our evaluation on I/O-intensive operating conditions, were the I/O system has to sustain high request rates. Under such conditions, we evaluate the benefit of the SSD caching layer and the trade-offs of using compression to increase the effective cache capacity.
Experimental Results
In this section we first examine the impact of compression on SSD cache performance and then we explore the impact of certain parameters on system behavior. Figure 7 shows the performance impact of a compressed SSD cache compared to uncompressed caching and to HDD (no SSD caching). Overall, when the workload does not fit in the cache, compression improves performance, whereas performance degrades when the workload fits in the uncompressed cache. As shown in Figure 7 (a), in the small and medium (25% and 50%) caches, compression improves execution time by 20% and 99% compared to an uncompressed SSD cache of the same size. Compression effectively increases the cache size resulting in significant performance improvement, despite the additional CPU utilization, shown in Figure 7 (c). In the large cache, where 100% of the workload fits in the uncompressed cache, performance degrades by 40% when using compression. In this case, there is no benefit for additional cache hits, as illustrated in Figure 7 (d). On the other hand, compression increases CPU utilization for all eight cores, by 29%, 65%, and 101% compared to the uncompressed cache, but it always remains below 25% of the maximum available CPU. For the 8D-2S configuration, the hit ratio and CPU utilization (not shown) follow similar trends as in 1D-1S. Performance, shown in Figure 7 (b), improves by 47% when using the medium cache, but degrades at the small and large caches by 7% and 36%, respectively. Given that the medium uncompressed cache is marginally faster than the base case and that the small compressed cache exhibits roughly the same hit ratio as the former, FlaZ suffers a performance slowdown in the small cache from higher response time due to decompression. For the large compressed cache, performance degrades for the same reason it does in the 1D-1S configuration. Figure 3 shows our results for PostMark in the 1D-1S configuration. Compression improves SSD caching throughput by up to 20% over the uncompressed SSD cache and by 44% compared to the native configuration, as shown in Figure 3(a) . Performance improves because, apart from the increased hit ratio shown in Figure 3 (b), PostMark is writedominated and the log-structured writes of the compressed cache improve SSD write performance. Figure 3 (c) shows that CPU utilization increases from 20% with uncompressed caching up to 40% with compression. Figure 4 shows our results for the 8D-4S configuration. As with TPC-H, hit ratio (not shown) follows similar trends as in 1D-1S. Figure 4 (a) shows that in this configuration the uncompressed SSD cache exhibits 16% less throughput for a small, 2-GB cache and improves throughput up to 8% for a 16-GB cache. Compressed caching suffers a 6%-15% performance penalty due to small number of outstanding I/Os in this configuration. Moreover, CPU overhead for decompression cannot be effectively overlapped with I/O. As read I/O response time is low with SSDs, decompression latency becomes comparable to I/O response time and affects PostMark performance. CPU utilization increases by up to 350%, as shown in Figure 4(b) .
TPC-H

PostMark
To examine what happens with PostMark at higher I/O rates we use four concurrent instances of PostMark. Figure 5(a) shows that FlaZ achieves better performance than uncompressed caching by 1%-18%, except for the 32-GB cache size where it is slower by 3%. At the 64-GB cache size, FlaZ almost exhausts available CPU (86% utilization) and compressed SSD caching eventually becomes CPUbound, as shown in Figure 5 (b). Figure 6 shows our results for SPECsfs in the 8D-2S configuration. The benefit of cache compression is best shown when using the smallest cache: FlaZ achieves 11% performance improvement due to a 46% better hit ratio, as illustrated in Figures 6(a) and 6(b) , respectively. As the cache size increases, the hit ratio of the uncompressed cache approaches that of FlaZ, mitigating compression benefits. Figure 6 (c) shows that response time per operation improves in FlaZ at the 4 and 16-GB cache size by 11% and 14% compared to uncompressed SSD caching, while it remains the same for the other two sizes. In all cases, CPU utilization (not shown) is increased by 25%, yet remaining below 10% of maximum available: the small random writes that SPECsfs exhibits makes the HDDs the performance bottleneck, underutilizing both the CPU and the SSDs.
SPECsfs
Next, we explore the effect on system performance of extent size, cleaning overhead, compression efficiency, metadata cache size, and compression granularity.
Extent Size
In all the experiments presented so far we use an extent size of 32 KB. Extent size in FlaZ determines I/O read volume, fragmentation, and placement. In general, a small extent size is preferable for applications with little spatial locality, whereas application with good spatial locality can benefit from larger extent sizes. Figure 8(a) shows TPC-H performance when we vary extent size. To isolate the impact of extent size in these experiments, the working set fits in the SSD cache (100% hit ratio). Also, we use only Q14, as Q3 and Q11 are less sensitive to the size of the extent. We see that best execution time is achieved in TPC-H with 32 KB extents. Although I/O traffic increases when using larger extents, performance increases by up to 29% compared to smaller extents. Further increasing extent size results in lower performance as I/O traffic increases disproportionally, up to 4x with 256 KB extents. The four-instance PostMark exhibits the highest throughput with extents between 128-512 KB, with 64 KB extents being only slightly (2%) worse than the best throughput, as illustrated in Figure 8(b) . Larger extent sizes lead to less fragmentation, resulting in lower write I/O traffic. The smallest read I/O traffic is achieved when using 32-KB extents. Very small extents (≤ 16 KB) lead to poor extent space management resulting in consecutive blocks "spreading" to neighboring extents, while large extents (≥ 128 KB) lead to extents containing unrelated blocks. SPECsfs presents similar behavior with PostMark with respect to the extent size. Given these results, an extent size in the range of 32-64 KB seems to be appropriate as a base parameter. Figure 9 illustrates the impact on performance when the cleaning mechanism is active during benchmark execution. In this configuration we use PostMark on a 2D-1S configuration and the workload marginally fitting in the compressed cache, thus activating the cleaner to reclaim free space. To better visualize the impact of cleaner in throughput, we use a lower threshold of 10% of free extents below which the cleaner is activated and an upper threshold of 20% of free extents above which the cleaner stops. In Figure 9 , the impact of the cleaner on performance is seen as two "valleys" in the throughput graph during time periods from 200s to 280s and from 315s to 390s. The succession of "plateaus" and "valleys" indicates that the cleaner regularly starts and stops the cleaning process, as the amount of available extents is depleted and refilled. Performance degrades by up to 100% when the cleaner is running. Average performance, including all periods, drops to 123.5 MB/s, resulting in a 20% performance slowdown compared to the same configuration without the cleaner. The rate the cleaner reclaims space is practically limited by the SSD peak throughput, since the cleaner does very large sequential reads during scan and fewer sequential writes to write back live blocks. The CPU cost of the compaction algorithm along with the copying of live blocks is overlapped with the reading of extents. Typical storage systems exhibit idle I/O periods over large intervals of operation. In such systems, our cleaner would not impact performance as it would run during these idle periods. However, the cleaner would require further work in order to be suitable for systems that do not exhibit idle periods for very long intervals, i.e. a system that runs at peak I/O rates for days.
Effect of cleanup on performance
Compression Efficiency
An issue when employing block-level compression is the achieved compression efficiency when compared to larger compression units, such as files. Also, the layer at which compression is performed affects coverage of the compression scheme; block-level compression schemes will typically compress both data and file-system metadata, whereas file-level approaches compress only file data. Table 3 shows the compression ratio obtained for various types of data using three different levels: per archive where all files are placed in a single archive, per file, and per block.
In all cases, compressing data as a single archive will generally yield the best compression ratio. We see that in most cases, block-level compression with FlaZ is slightly inferior to file-level compression, when using lzo and slightly superior, when using zlib.
Next, we examine the impact of different compression libraries on performance and in particular CPU utilization that affects both hit time and hit ratio. Table 2 shows that lzo is about 3x and 5x faster than zlib for compression and decompression respectively and results in up to 37% worse compression ratio. We use PostMark on 1D-1S configuration, start with a cache size that marginally fits the workload when using zlib, and we use the same cache size for 71%  93% 96%  83%  89%  Mailbox 2 (single file folder)  63  N/A  22%  61% 69%  46%  66%  MS word collection  1100  50%  49%  63% 65%  56%  67%  MS excel collection  756  33%  33%  53% 59%  45%  53%  pdf collection  1400  78%  78%  86% 85%  85%  88%  Linux kernel source  277  45%  24%  73% 57%  31%  54%  Linux kernel compiled  1400  37%  29%  53% 48%  33%  42%   Table 3 lzo. We decrease cache size to only fit 50% and 12.5% of the workload. Figure 10 (a) shows that although zlib achieves 30-50% better hit ratio, its CPU cost, shown in Figure 10(b) , is significantly higher (up to 50%), resulting in only marginal improvement in performance. Seen from another angle, zlib can achieve the same performance as lzo using a 30% smaller SSD cache. With four PostMark instances on 8D-4S, zlib achieves up to 40% lower throughput than lzo, as it becomes CPU limited. 
Metadata Cache Size
The current capacity ratio of SSD-DRAM allows FlaZ to keep all required metadata in DRAM. However, given the increasing size of SSDs, it would be meaningful to examine more scalable solutions. For this reason, we implement a metadata cache for FlaZ; a general-purpose, fully-setassociative cache implemented as a hash table with a collision list and an LRU eviction policy. The size of the metadata cache in FlaZ affects the amount of additional I/O that will be incurred due to metadata accesses. Figure 11 (a) illustrates the impact of cache size on performance using 1D-1S PostMark. Performance remains unchanged with the number of misses, as the amount of extra I/Os is less than 1% of application traffic. This shows that a small metadata cache of a few hundred KBs is adequate for FlaZ.
Compression Granularity
Figure 11(b) shows the impact of job granularity and the priority of read vs. write on PostMark. In particular, we see that PostMark is sensitive to read latency. Increasing concurrency for large read I/Os results in almost 50% improvement in latency and 20% in overall throughput. Introducing split writes, further improves latency by about 7%.
Discussion
There are five remaining considerations in the design of FlaZ: (a) the amount of DRAM required for metadata purposes; (b) how the cache remains persistent after a normal shutdown or system failure; (c) how the capacity of a compressed device whose size varies over time is presented to higher layers; (d) FTL and wear-leveling issues; and (e) power efficiency.
Metadata memory footprint
FlaZ requires 2.31 MB of cache metadata per GB of SSD: 880 KB for the caching layer and 1.25 MB for the compression layer. This metadata footprint scales with the size of the SSD cache size in the system, not with the capacity of the underlying HDDs. Therefore, DRAM space requirements for metadata are moderate. Additionally, a larger cache-line size further reduces metadata footprint. Finally, although DRAM caching can be used to reduce metadata footprint at the cost of additional I/Os (FlaZ does support caching for metadata), this is not necessary for today's DRAM and SSD capacities in server systems.
SSD cache persistence
Traditional block-level systems do not update metadata in the common I/O path but only perform configuration updates that result in little additional synchronous I/O. Metadata consistency after a failure is not an issue in such systems.
FlaZ makes extensive use of metadata to keep track of block placement. A key observation is that SSD cache metadata are not required to be consistent after a system failure. After an unclean shutdown, FlaZ assumes that a failure occurred and starts with a cold cache; all data have their latest copy in the hard disk. If the SSD cache has to survive failures, this would require an additional synchronous I/O for metadata to guarantee consistency, resulting in lower performance in the common path. In FlaZ, we choose to optimize the common path at the expense of starting with a cold cache after a failure.
Variable compressed device size
Space-saving techniques, such as compression result in devices whose effective size is data-dependent and varies over time. When a device that supports transparent, online compression is created, most today's operating systems and filesystems need to attach a specific size attribute to it before applications can access it. Although some operating systems may allow resizing a device dynamically, not many filesystems and applications support such functionality. When a device is created in FlaZ, its nominal size provided to higher layers is a configurable multiple of its actual size. This overbooking approach has the disadvantage that if compression is eventually less or more effective than estimated, the application will either see write errors or device space will remain unused. An alternative approach is to be conservative at the beginning and declare the nominal device size to be its actual size. Then, when the logical device fills up, the remaining space in the physical device can be presented as a new device in the system, allowing applications to use the space that has been saved by FlaZ. This approach has the disadvantage that further use of a device may result in different compression ratios and thus, the need to allocate more free space to the device. This leads to the need for a mechanism that supports multiple fixed-size logical block devices on top of a pool of free storage, similar to thin provisioning techniques in use today. We believe that such a mechanism will be an essential part of future block-level storage systems; However, this is beyond the scope of our work and we do not consider it any further.
FTL and wear-leveling
In this work we focus on how a compression layer could be used to extend SSD capacity in a manner that is orthogonal to SSD characteristics. Given that SSD controllers currently do not expose any block state information, we rely on the flash translation layer (FTL) implementation within the SSD for wear-leveling. Furthermore, we cannot directly influence the FTL's block allocation and re-mapping policies. Currently, our implementation avoids issuing small random writes as much as possible. Designing block-level drivers and file-systems in a manner cooperative to SSD FTLs which improves wear-leveling and reduces FTL overhead is an important direction, especially while raw access to SSDs is not provided by vendors to system software.
Power efficiency
Trading of CPU cycles for increased SSD capacity has power implications as well. On the one hand, by consuming more CPU cycles for compression and decompression, we increase power consumption. On the other hand, a higher SSD cache hit rate improves I/O power consumption. This creates an additional parameter that should be taken into account when trading CPU cycles for I/O performance. However, we believe that it is important to examine this tradeoff alongside offloading compression, e.g. to specialized hardware, and we leave this for future work.
Related Work
SSD Caching
Current SSD technology exhibits interesting performance and cost characteristics. For this reason, there has been a lot of work on how to improve I/O performance using SSDs either by replacing HDDs or inserting SSDs between HDDs and DRAM. For instance, in [22] the authors propose the use of flash memory as a secondary file cache for web servers. They show that the main disadvantages of flash, long write cycle and wear leveling, can be overcome with both energy and performance benefits. The authors in [24] study whether SSDs can benefit transaction processing performance. They find that despite the poor performance of flash memory for small-to-moderate sized random writes, transaction processing performance can improve up to one order of magnitude by migrating to SSDs the transaction log, rollback segments, and temporary table spaces. The authors in [31] examine whether SSDs can fully replace traditional disks in datacenter environments. They find that SSDs are not a costeffective technology for this purpose, yet. Thus, given current tradeoffs, mixed SSD and HDD environments are more attractive. Along similar lines, currently, there exist a number of storage products that use flash-based memory for performance purposes: FusionIO [2] , HotZone [33] , MaxIQ [4] , and ZFS's L2ARC [26] , all using SSDs as disk caches. Our work builds on these observations and further improves the effectiveness of SSD caching by employing transparent, online compression in the I/O path.
ReadyBoost [30] uses flash-based devices as a disk cache to improve I/O performance. In addition, ReadyBoost compresses and encrypts the data cache. It requires a Windows-specific file-system on top of the cache device. Hence, it can take advantage of the file-systems ability, e.g. to write variable size segments as well as to manage metadata. This, for instance, implies that applications requiring raw access to the storage medium, such as databases, cannot take advantage of ReadyBoost. In contrast, FlaZ employs all required metadata and techniques for achieving transparent compression and can be layered below any file-system or other application.
Use of Compression to Improve I/O Performance
The argument that trends in processor and interconnect speeds will increasingly favor the use of compression for optimizing throughput in various distributed and networked systems, even if compression is performed in software, has been discussed in [17] . We believe that the same trend holds today with increasingly powerful multicore CPUs that offer both processing cycles and require large amounts of effective data throughput.
Improving I/O performance with compression has been examined in the past, mainly in the context of database systems. The authors in [35] examine how a compression algorithm specifically designed for relational data can further boost Oracle's performance. They show that compression decreases full table scan execution time by 50% while increasing total CPU utilization only slightly (5%). They state that the actual overhead of decompressing blocks is small and that the performance gain of compression can be large.
In [14] the authors encompass compression to IBM's Information Management Systems (IMS) by using a method based on modified Huffman codes. They find that this method achieves 42.1% saving of space in student-record databases and less on employee-record databases, where custom compression routines were more effective. Their approach reduces I/O traffic necessary for loading the database by 32.7% and increases CPU utilization by 17.2%, showing that online compression can be beneficial not only for space savings, but for performance reasons as well.
The authors in [32] discuss compression techniques for large statistical databases. They find that these techniques can reduce the size of real census databases by up to 76.2% and improve query I/O time by up to 41.3%.
Similar to these techniques, our work shows that online compression can be beneficial for improving I/O performance. However, these approaches target specifically database environments or specific structures within databases.
In contrast, our work shows how I/O compression can be achieved transparently to all applications. In addition, we quantify the benefits when employing compression on top of SSD-based caches. To achieve this, FlaZ employs extensive metadata at the block-layer and multiple techniques to reduce all induced metadata-and I/O-related overheads.
Also, previous research [7, 18, 37, 45] has argued that online compression of memory (fixed-size) pages can improve memory performance. More recently, Linux Compcache [20] is a system that transparently compresses memory pages to increase the effective capacity of system memory and to reduce swapping requirements. All these systems maintain compressed pages only in memory and always store to disk uncompressed data. Furthermore, these approaches require only in memory metadata and the memory subsystem in the OS offers the required structures for managing additional metadata. Unlike disk blocks, the address of each virtual page in memory and on disk is explicitly recorded in a page table. Our work requires introducing metadata to the block layer and employing a number of techniques to mitigate associated performance issues.
File-system Compression
Compression has been employed by file-systems to improve effective storage capacity: Overall, [13] categorizes and discusses various file-level compression approaches, while a survey of data compression algorithms can be found in [25, 41] .
The authors in [11] describe how LFS can be extended with compression. They use a 16-KB compression unit and a mechanism similar to our extents in order to store compressed data on disks. They find that compression in their storage system has cost benefits and that in certain cases there is a 1.6 performance degradation for file-system intensive operations. They use the Sprite file-system for managing variable size metadata.
In [12] , the authors gather data from various systems and they show that compression can double the amount of data stored in a system. To mitigate the performance impact of compression, they propose a tiered, two-level filesystem architecture; Tier 1 caches uncompressed, frequently accessed files and Tier 2 stores the infrequently accessed files in a compressed form.
More recently, both Sun's ZFS [10] and Microsoft's NTFS [29] support compression over any storage device. e2compr [8] is an extension of the ext2 file-system, where a user explicitly selects the files and directories to be compressed. LogFS [19] is specifically designed for flash devices and supports compression. FuseCompress [1] offers a mountable Linux file-system that transparently compresses its contents. Compression is also supported in read-only filesystems, such as SquashFS [27] and CramFS [42] .
Our work differs in two ways from these efforts: First, we explore how compression can improve I/O performance which requires dealing with the cost of compression itself. Second, we perform compression below the file-system, which requires introducing several techniques for metadata management. The benefit of our approach is both improved I/O performance and transparency to all applications, regardless of whether they require a specific file-system or they run directly on top of block storage.
Other Capacity and I/O Optimization Techniques
Deduplication [9, 28, 47] is an alternative, space-saving approach that has recently attracted significant attention. Deduplication tries to identify and eliminate identical, variablesize segments in files. Compression is orthogonal to deduplication and is typically applied at some stage of the deduplication process. The authors in [47] show how they are able to achieve over 210 MB/s for four write data streams and over 140 MB/s for four read data streams on a storage server with two dual-core CPUs at 3 GHz, 8 GB of main memory, and a 15-drive disk subsystem (software RAID6 with one spare drive). Deduplication has so far been used in archival storage systems due to its high overhead.
Understanding and Improving SSDs
Recent efforts have explored SSD tradeoffs [5] and performance characteristics [16] as well as improving various aspects of SSDs, such as block management [36] , random write performance [23] , and file-system behavior [6, 19, 46] . Our work is orthogonal to these efforts, as FlaZ can use any type of flash-based device as a compressed cache.
Block-level Compression
Finally, the only systems that have considered block-level compression are cloop [39] and CBD [40] . However, these systems offer read-only access to a compressed block device and offer limited functionality. Building a read-only block device image requires compressing the input blocks, storing them in compressed form and finally, storing the translation table on the disk. FlaZ uses a similar translation table to support reads. However, this mechanism alone cannot support writes after the block device image is created, as the compressed footprint of a block re-write is generally different from the one already stored. FlaZ is a fully functional block device and supports compressed writes. To achieve this, FlaZ uses an out-of-place update scheme that requires additional metadata and deals with the associated challenges.
Conclusions
In this work we examine how transparent compression can increase the effectiveness of SSD caching in the I/O path. We present the design and implementation of FlaZ, a system that uses SSDs as a cache and compresses data as they flow between main memory and the cache. Compression is performed online, in the common path, and increases the effective cache size. Our work addresses a number of challenges related to dealing with variable size (compressed) blocks, logical to physical block mapping and allocation, compression and I/O overheads. We evaluate our approach using realistic workloads, TPC-H, PostMark, and SPECsfs, on a system with eight SATA-II disks and four SSDs.
We find that even modest increases in the amount of available SSD capacity improve I/O performance, for a variety of server workloads. Transparent block-level compression allows such improvements by increasing the effective SSD capacity, at the cost of increased CPU utilization. Overall, although compression at the block-level introduces significant complexity, our work shows that online data compression is a promising technique for improving the performance of I/O subsystems.
